Subject: Updated Energy Charter - Netherlands’ voluntary contribution to support an ad hoc political conference to develop a new basic political declaration

[The Energy Charter Conference approved on 22 June 2012] the acceptance of Netherlands’ voluntary contribution to support an ad hoc political conference to develop a new basic political declaration (CC 430).

[In Message 1005/12 (Annex) delegations were] informed that the Conference’s decision to approve the acceptance by the Secretary General of the above mentioned voluntary contribution has been adopted.
Annex

ENERGY CHARTER
SECRETARIAT

Brussels, 3 July 2012

Message N°1065/12

Subject: Approval by Written Procedure of Decision CC 430: Secretary General’s acceptance of a voluntary contribution of Euro 50,000

Adoption by written procedure

In document CC 430 of 25 May 2012, delegations were requested to notify the Secretariat in writing by no later than 22 June 2012 if they were unable to approve the proposed acceptance by the Secretary General of a voluntary contribution from the Government of the Netherlands of Euro 50,000 for a project related to the modernisation of the Energy Charter Process – a way towards a global framework for energy cooperation, PoW activity F.2.

No such notifications have been received. Accordingly, delegations are hereby informed that the Conference’s decision to approve the acceptance by the Secretary General of the above mentioned voluntary contribution has been adopted.
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